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Legal environment
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Regulatory environment

Guideline on Similar Biological Medicinal
Product (CHMP/437/04)
» The CHMP issues specific guidelines 

concerning the scientific data to be provided to 
substantiate the claim of similarity used as the 
basis for an MAA for any biological medicinal 
product, e.g.: medicinal products containing 
biotechnology-derived proteins as active 
substance, immunologicals such as vaccines, 
blood-derived products, monoclonal antibodies, 
etc.
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Regulatory environment

Guideline on Similar Biological Medicinal
Product: Quality issues 
(EMEA/CHMP/BWP/49348/2005)
» Addresses quality issues during demonstration

of comparability for Similar Biological Medicinal
Products containing recombinant DNA-derived
proteins.
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Regulatory environment

Guideline on development, production, 
characterisation and specifications for 
monoclonal antibodies and related products 
(EMEA/CHMP/BWP/157653/2007)
» Addresses quality issues for the marketing 

authorisation of monoclonal antibodies derived
from a monoclonal cell line, and intended for 
therapeutic and prophylactic use (including ex 
vivo application), and in vivo diagnostic use.
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Desired product quality

A target product profile:
» a prospective and dynamic summary of the 

quality characteristics of a drug product that 
ideally will be achieved to ensure that the 
desired quality, and hence the safety and 
efficacy, of a drug product is realised.

» In case of biosimilar:

desired quality ≈ quality profile of the reference product
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VARIABLE REGION
- Deamidation
- Oxidation
- N-term Pyro-Glu
- Glycosylation
- Glycation
…

CONSTANT REGION
- Deamidation
- Oxidation
- Acetylation
- Glycation
- Glycosylation (fucosylation, 
sialylation, galactosylation, 
mannosylation…)
- C-term Lys
- Di-sulfide bond shuffling/ 
cleavage
- Fragmentation/clipping
…

BINDING
- Affinity
- Avidity
- Immunoreactivity / 
crossreactivity
- Unintentional 
reactivity
…

EFFECTOR FUNCTION
- Complement interaction
- FcRn, FcγR interaction
- Mannan binding ligand interaction
- Mannose receptor interaction
…

OTHER BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
- PK properties
- Epitope / Immunogenicity
- Modulatory region (Tregitope …)
…

BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICSPHYSICOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Differences in structure that might be acceptable ?

Current understanding of relationship between physicochemical 
characteristics and biological properties? Current assay predictive of 
safety and efficacy profile?
Current methods for physicochemical characterization sensitive enough 
to detect differences ?
Could biological and/or functional assays including potency assays 
substitute for a gap in sensitivity?
Role of the biological assays including potency assay in biosimilar
comparison?
To what extent could quality data substitute for gaps in knowledge (or 
non-availability for whatever reason) in functional assays?
To what extent should glycosylation be "similar", given the functional 
(modulatory) activity of some sugar moieties?
Assuming that the reference medicinal product is a mixture of different 
"variants" of the antibody: Does a biosimilar antibody also have to 
contain the same variants in comparable amounts or is one variant 
acceptable?
To what extent could certain differences be acceptable, given the broad 
experience that exists with mAbs?


